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 How to understand race through the lens of space? 
 How is racial inequality organised spatially? 
 How do spaces come to be known and used in 

racialized terms?



“Identity” “Space”

“Tangible material effects”
“Active archive”



Process of Imperialism 
- Racialising bodies
- Racialising groups
- Politics of territory
- Capitalism



 Not Neutral / Particular
 Not a Fixed ‘Cultural’ Things
 Performative / Symbolic
 Unequal



1. Urban residential segregation
2. Racial and ethnic marking of place
3. Battle lines and local territory
4. Territory and empire
5. Territory as nation, belonging and entitlement
6. Commemoration and memory

1. Contested
2. Fluid and historical
3. Relational and 

interactional
4. Difference and inequality

1. Architectural politics of 
the built environment

2. Embodied performance
3. Pathways and movement
4. Social relationships and 

social practices

(Brooke Neeley & Michelle Sumara, 2011)

(Caroline Knowles, 2003)



Aesthetics
Locations

Familiarity
Facilities

Value/Identity

Urban Planning
(Schools, worship 
places, shops, housing, 
factories, etc)



Branding of territory / Out of place / Social activities / Immigrant

Visible Markers
(Cultural centres, 
Education centres)



Legal enforcement / Sense of authority / Conflict area

Border
(Police/Community, 
Native people, 
local/immigrant, Red-
light district, No go 
area, etc)



Historical Interpretation
(Buildings, popular 
memories, rationality, 
place identity)

Commonwealth 
Nation-state

Cultural places
Cities  



Political/Cultural Spaces
(Historical memories, food 
and cloting, bounded space, 
nation-state)

Partition (Hindustan)
Nusantara

Silk road
Straits/Canal/Oceans

Holy cities



Remembering/Forgetting
(Recognition/Selective 
interpretation/)

Monuments/ Popular 
imaginary / Heritage 

preservation/ Sense of 
continuity



Contested
Fluid and historical
Relational and 
interactional
Difference and 
inequality

Architectural 
politics of the build 
environment
Embodied 
performance
Pathways and 
movement
Social relationships 
and social practices



Contested
- Political struggle (Penan people, Sabah, etc)
- Access to space (Batek, Spratly islands, etc)
- Conflict area (redevelopment project, reserved forest, etc)

Fluid and historical
- Layers of meaning (Penjara Pudu, Menara 118, Pulau Bidong, etc)

Relational and interactional
- Imagined geographies
- Class categories (Ghetto, inner city, 

down town, city centre, old town, etc)

Difference and inequality
- Apartheid (beaches, housing, etc)
- Environmental racism
- Management of toxic waste



Architectural politics of the built environment

Embodied performance

Pathways and movement

Social relationships and social practices









- Sense of place
- Sense of attachment
- Sense of belonging

 Emotional
 Nostalgia
 Meaningful
 Memory space
 Sense of rootedness


